
Practleal Chemistry. 

MUREXIDE AS A COLORING MATTER FOR WOOL. 
-The following article from the Bulletin de la 
Societie Industrielle de MulMuse, will be read 
with great interest by all our chemists, and es· 
pecially by our practical chemists, in woolen 
cloths, carpet, shaw� and de laine manufac· 
tories : 

"The beautiful researches of Liebig and 
Wohler upon uric acid and its derivatives made 
us acquainted with a peculiar substance, to 
which they gJ.ve,the name of alloxan. This body 
is obtained by adding very gradually 1 part of 
uric acid to 4 parts of nitric acid, of a specific 
gravity of from 1 '45 to 1"Ii. The uric acid is 
dissolved with evolution of nitrogen aud car
bonic acid, accompanied by a considerable rise 
of temperature, which must be prevented as 
much as pOBiible; on cooling, the mass becomes 
nearly solid, from the deposition of white gran· 
ular crystals of alloxan. If these crystals be 
drained and dissolved in a very small quantity 
of water, and exposed to spontaneous evapora· 
tion in a moderately warm room, large, brilliant, 
colorless crystals, in the form of short right 
rhombic prisms, will be obtained. Alloxan is 
remarkable for the facility with which it under· 
goes changes when treated with different sub· 
stances, and for the number of curious com· 
pounds thereby produced. Thus if sulphuret
ted hydrogen gas be passed through a'solution 
of it, sulflllur is precipitated and a new body 
formed, to which the name of aIloxantine has 
been given ; or if its solution be slightly acid· 
ulated and a slip of zinc placed iii it, the i!&me 
body will be produced under tM influence of 
the nascent hydrogen evolved during the dis
solution of the zinc. Alloxantine being spar
ingly soluble in cold water, readily separates in 
crystals, which may be obtained pure by solu· 
tion in hot water, for, unlike alloxan, it is not 
decomposed by continued boiling. If 4 parts 
of alloxantine and '1 of alloxan be dissolved in 
240 parts of boiling water, and 80 parts of car
bonate of ammonia be added, a very peculiar 
body will be formed, which will crystalize on the 
liq_ cooling_ Th_ cryatala.Me ef a beau8-
1ul garnet-red color by transmitted light, and 
have a beautiful iridescent green by reBected 
light. To this body the name murexide was 
given, from the Murex or shell-fish, from which 
it was supposed the Tyrian purple was formerly 
procured. Previous however to the experi· 
ments of Liebig and Wohler, Dr. Prout had 
described the same substance under the name 
of purpurate of ammonia, but obtained in a 
somewhat different way. So readily is this 
body formed, that a solution of alloxan will 
stain the skin purple in consequence of its pro
duction. This fact led its second discoverers 
to imagine that, like the Tyrian purple, it might 
be employed as a dye-iltnff. The diffculty how
ever of obtaining it, and of fixing it upon the 
fabric when formed, prevented for that time the 
idea from proving fertile. 

Some time since, however, Dr. Sacc turned 
his attention to the subject, and led by the fact 
above mentioned, that a solution of alloxan 
stained the skin, came to the conclnsion, that 
by impregnating a piece of woolen cloth with 
that substance, he might be able to produce the 
murexide directly in the tissue. He tried the 
experiment, and succeeded in dyeing a piece 0 

cloth of an amaranthus tint, far more beautiful 
than that produced by cochineal. He commu
nicated the results of his first experiments, still 
incomplete, to M. Albert Schlumberger, who 
has succeeded, by modifying and completing 
the experiments of Dr. Saac, in rendering the 
process, merely indicated by the latter, perfect
ly practicable. 

His process is simple enough. He prepares 
a solution of alloxan, formed of 30 grrus. of al
loxan to each litre of water, and soaks the tis· 
sue to be dyed in it, the excess of liquid being 
then squeezed out in the ordinary way, or by 
pressure between rollerl. The cloth is then 
dried at a gentle temperature, and after an age
ing of twenty-four hours the color is brought 
out by passing the cloth over a roller heated to 
212° F. For this purpose the drying machines 
composed of several drurus would answer per
fectly, the cloth being successively passed over 
each,' the greatest care being taken to avoid 
folds; woolen yarn and wool should be put in 

� titnfific �mtritan. 
a stove heated by steam. According as the 
heat is communicated to the cloth, a magnifi· 
cent purple tint, far more beautiful than any· 
thing hitherto produced by the ammoniacal 
preparation of cochinea� or by red dye-woods, 
makes its appearance as if by magic. The in· 
tensity varies according to the strength of the 
solution of alloxan which has been employed. 
It is ouly necessary to wash the cloth in cold 
water to give to the shade its full brilliancy. 

M. Sacc found that the finest and most vivid 
shades could only be communicated to the tis· 
sues mordanted with salts of peroxyd of tin, 
and M. Schlumberger has confirmed this ob· 
servation. Cloth not mordanted did not giTe 
very satisfactory results, even after a prolonged 
exposure to warm and damp air. He obtained 
the most satisfactory results by soaking the 
cloth in a solution composed of equal parts of 
perchloride of tin and oxalic acid, of a specific 
gravity of 1'006. In this solution, at a temper
ature of abo'lt 100° F., the cloth is to be al
lowed to re� f orc an hour, then rinsed and 
dried, &ad is then .fit to be trEELted with alloxan. 
If stronger solutions of the mordant be em· 
ployed, there is a considerable loss of coloring 
mater� and a deterioration of the shade.
This may be attributed to the presence of too 
great an excess of stannic acid, which from its 
opacity may mask the murexide, or by its acid 
re-action may decompose it. This is especially 
the case if chloride of tin be employed instead 
of stannate of soda. Experience has shown 
that fabrics freshly mordanted give better re
sults than those which have been mordanted 
for some time; the depreciation in purity and 
brilliancy of tint in the latter may even amount 
to 20 or 30 per cent. 

Murexide, as we have already remarked, 
being produced by the action of heat and am· 
monia, it occurred to M. Daniel Dollfus, and the 
other members of the committee for the chem· 
ical arts, appointed by the Societe Industrielle 
of Mulhouse, to report upon the niemOirs of M. 
Schlumberger, to try the effect of exposing a 
piece of cloth, treated with alloxan, to the va· 
pors of ammonia.. The result 00D&med th,n
anticipations, f or the color was immediately 
produced without the necessity of agein� the 
cloth after its impregnation with the alloxan.
There can therefore be no doubt that the best 
results will be obtained in futUre by the employ· 
ment of ammoniacal vapors, for, besides the 
saving of time, there will also be a saving of 
alloxan. This substance is very liable to de
compose, especially in the presence of even 
minute traces of reducing agents, such as pro
tochloride of tin or sulphurous acid; traces of 
the latter substance always remain in the cloth 
after the operation of bleaching, no matter how 
well washed it may be, and would be quite suf 
ficient to prevent the formation of the murex 
ide. 

As yet all the attempts that have been made 
to communicate the murexide·purple to cotton 
or silk have failed, that substance having an 
affinity apparrently ouly for woo� to which it 
gives a very permanent and durable dye. Sun
light, so delitructive to other purples, appears 
to have but little action upon that of the mu· 
rexide; a piece of cloth dyed of a rose color 
had its tint scarcely altered by evposure to the 
full action of the strongest sunshine during two 
days, and the color was ouly f ully discharged 
by an exposure of more thin two months.
Boiling water and steam completely destroy the 
color produced upon cloth mordanted with salts 
of tin; the decoloration commences in boiling 
water at a temperature of about 158° F., and 
augments with the iucrease of temperature.
This destruction of the dye is caused by the ac
tion of the mordant, tor cloth dyed without the 
use of a mordant not only supports to a certain 
extent the action of boiling water, but even 
acquires a uniform, and perhaps a more beauti· 
ful and deeper tint than that given by prepared 
woolen fabrics. Further experience may show 
that hot water and the application of ammonia 
alone may be advantageouly substituted for the 
mordanting and the passage over heated cyl
inders. 

[To be concluded next week.) 

The Odome ..... 

Measures have been taken by Julius Thomp
son, of Middleboro, Mass., to secure a patellt 

for an improvement in odometers, which con
sists in the peculiar means employed for com
municating motion from the wheel of the ve
hicle, to which it is attached. The working 
parts of the instrument have a cylindrical 
weight placed within the case, which gives 
motion to the machinery as the wheel revolves. 

An odometer is an instrument secured to 
the axle of the wheel of.a carriage, and is 
actuated by the revolutions of the wheel, and 
indicate the same, just like the " tell tal e "  of 
a steam engine. Thus, if we knew the cir
cumference of the wheel of the carriage, we 
can easily tell the space over which it has 
passed, if we know the number of revol utions 
it has made. A wheel of 16 feet in circum
ference, is required to make 330 revolutions 
in going one mile, (5280+16=330) or 2640 
revolutions in one hour, when running at the 
rate of eight miles per 60 minutes. 

The odometer is a well knowh instrument; 
various modfications of it have been present
ed. The above named invention is designed 
as an impl'ovement over those which have 
been heretofore employed. 

. - .. 

Vermont Gold-8plrlt of the Age. 

The Editor of the Spirit of the .I1ge, Wood 
stock, Vt., feels very indignant because we 
have had the presumption to disbelieve the 
genuineness of the gold discoveries in Ver
mont,-the " offence hath this extent and no 
more;" and by way of showing how very 
warmly he feels upon the subject, he states 
that the SCIEliTIFIC AMERICAN is notorious in 
his vicinity "for being down on all pro 
jects in which it has not received a retain
er in some form." Now that we are dis
covered by this Woodstock Spirit, it is no 
more than fair in us to give our readers the 
benefit of it. 

This information will be very useful to 
those who have honored us with their confi
dence heretofore, and will serve as a warn
ing to all future applicants. Our respected 
Senior comes in for a personal compliment, 
and is charged with persisting" in a false
hood of his own starting." We are thus let 
into the secret which stimulates the editor in 
his zeal to make the public believe in the 
Vermont Gold Story. 

"It will never do to give it up so Mr. 
Brown," a little stock in a gold mine is no 
mean affair, providing it can be negotiated 
before the dividend period arrives. 

The public can no longer question the 
story since this astute editor endorses it so 
thoroughly. It is " a weak invention of the 
enemy" to entertain any doubt whatever, and 
other journals who attempt to throw cold 
water on the scheme are to be demolished, as 
we have been, at a single blow by this Ajax 
of the .I1ge. He considerately thinks, how
ever, that the interest of the mines will not 
be affected" if it does not happen to suit the 
pleasure of the SCIENTIFIC AJllERICAN to state 
the truth in relation to them." Now we beg 
to inform our bellicose cotemporary that it 
suits the pleasure of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
to have a gold mine wherever one can be 
found, and we have not the slightest objection 
to one or a dozen in Vermont. Gold is the 
Spirit of the .I1ge, and no doubt Mr. Brown's 
eyes are yellow with its magical reBection. 
We hope his glowing anticipations may not 
sink beneath the surface of despair, for how
ever rich and inexhaustible are the stores of 
imagination, there are fits of returning con
sciousness when the mind seizes again upon 
the stem and naked realities of facte. Calm 
yourself, Mr. Brown, time will dispel the an
noying spooks which hover over your per
tur bed spirit. 

..... . .. 
Steamboat Boller Explosion. 

Some friend has sent us in an envelope 
from St. Louis, the testimony of witnesses in 
the trial of C. W. McCord, and J. R. Scott, 
engineers of the steamboat Timour, No. 2, 
which exploded her boilel'il near Jefferson, on 
the Missouri River, on the 2nd of last Aug., 
by which twenty persons lost their lives. 
These engineers have just been tried before 
B. F. Hickman, U. S. Coinmissioner for the 
Missouri District, on the charge of man
slaughter, misconduct, and inattention to 
their duties as engineers, and have been ac
quitted of these charges. 
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In this case the Timour exploded her boil
ers while lying at the wharf, and not when 
moving off as has generally happened with 
steamboats, and on that account attributed to 

" surcharged steam." Forming an exception 
to the generality of steambQat explosions, it 
has created no small amount of discussion 
among engineers, and as a consequence, there 
is a great diversity of opinion respecting the 
cause of the explosion. At the time the un
fortunate event took place the doctor or sup
ply engine was in operation, there was plenty 
of water in the boilers, and steam was blowing 
off; that is, according to the testimony. Under 
such circumstances there is scarcely an engi
neer living who would not give in his opinion 
that an explosion would be impossible. W. 
C. Chappell, assistant engineer, who was on 
board at the the time of the explosion, gives 
it as his opinion that it was caused by some 
sudden and unaccountable rapid generation 
of steam. Saml. Gaty, an engineer, also a 
witness, expresses his belief in "such a thing 
as an instantaneous accumulation of steam," 
and that the Timour'lI boilers exploded from 
this cause . 

On the other hand, Davis Embree, Super
vising Inspector of steamboats, gives it as his 
opinion that the iron of the boiler had become 
crystalline in its texture from incrustations, 
and there by had deteriorated in strength, and 
was riven to pieces by the preSllure of steam. 
There is one faci connected with the explo
sion which would show that the boiler was 
pretty strong if the preBBure were high, viz. : 
the great distance to which some of the pieces 
were thrown-200 feet high and 160 yards 
horizontally. 

One thing is terribly clear, and this requires 
sympathy for engineers in their dangerous 
profeBBion-the boilers gave no alarm; the 
explosion was instantaneous and the engi
neers had not the least suspicion of such a 
catastrophe being at hand. The only way 
that we can conceive of the instantaneous 
generation of a greai quantity of steam is by 
the exhaustion of all the air from the water, 
and 8.11. elevation oUta �ature to nevly 
300°. In such a case water will explode like 
gunpowder, and this appears to have been 
the case with the boilers of the Timour. 
More light, however, may yet be thrown upon 
this peculiar case. 

------�����-.�.�----

Beavers. 

The beavers which inhabit the northern 
parts of Europe, are @aid to be essentially 
the same as these which establish their re
publican dwellings along the course of our 
North American streams. In an article which 
appears in the North British Review it is 
stated that these interesting animals still ex
ist in some abundance in certain sections of 
Sweden and Norway. The number of the 
tribe has diminished so much latterly, that 
its members are now rigorousl y  protected b y  
law, for a considerable term o f  years. The 
great requirements of the beaver, are a thin
ly peopled country, with abundance of wood 
and water. In the American and Arctic re
gions their northern extension seems to be 
restricted solely by the deficiency of wood, 
and they are DOwn to have occurred as far 
south as the parallel of 30 degrees-or al
most to the Gulf of Mexico. "The flesh of 
the animal is greatly prized by hunters and 
voyagers, especially when roasted in the skin 
after the hair is singed off. This of course ill 
an expensive luxury and is frowned at by the 
fur traders." 

The demand for beaver skins has decreased 
within a few years, owing to the different 
materials which are now used in the manu
facture of hats. In 1808, no fewer than 
126,927 beaver skins were expoded to Eng
land from Quebec alone. 

.. . ,.. . .. 
Pheasants, partridges, quail, and praIrIe 

hens are said to be very abundant this fall 
in Western New York. A Rochester paper 
says-" Squirrels have multiplied and thrive 
in uncommon quantities. Pigeons crowd the 
woods, and game in its various sorts is easily 
procured." 

.... .. 

It affords us sincere gratificailon to hear of 
the decrease of yellow fever in OW" Southern 
Cities, and of cholera in Pittsburg, Pa. 
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